Many analysis and monitoring applications require the repeated execution of expensive modeling functions over streams of rapidly changing data. These applications can often be expressed declaratively, but the continuous query processors developed to date are not designed to optimize queries with expensive functions. To speed up such queries, we present CASPER: the CAching System for PrEdicate Result ranges. CASPER computes and caches predicate result ranges, which are ranges of stream input values where the system knows the results of expensive predicate evaluations. Over time, CASPER expands ranges so that they are more likely to contain future stream values. This paper presents the CASPER architecture, as well as algorithms for computing and expanding ranges for a large class of predicates. We demonstrate the effectiveness of CASPER using a prototype implementation and a financial application using real bond market data.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Many emerging applications require the repeated execution of sophisticated modeling functions over streaming continuous data. In the field of finance, for example, securities traders use pricing models based on interest rates and securities data. As this data changes, traders would like to re-run these models in real time so they have more accurate information about the market. In the energy management domain, power companies have models that predict how much power they will need in the future based on inputs such as weather conditions. As the weather changes, these companies would like to predict when specific grids may soon have excessive load [5] . A further example is that of emerging supply chain management applications that perform inventory and replenishment prediction based on rapidly changing * This work was funded in part by NSF under ITR grants IIS-0086057 and SI-0122599, by the IBM Faculty Partnership Award program, and by research funds from Intel, Microsoft, and the UC MICRO program.
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At present, such sophisticated applications are not able to fully exploit continuous query (CQ) processing technology (e.g., [9, 10, 11] ). While the applications themselves can be expressed as sets of continuous queries with user-defined functions, existing CQ systems do not properly address the performance issues that arise with the repeated execution of expensive functions. In particular, it is not uncommon for sophisticated models to take tens of minutes or longer to run on modern processors (e.g. [23, 7] ), and the arrival of a single new tuple can trigger many runs of such a model. In such cases, a system would not be able to keep up with even fairly slowly changing data.
A potential solution to this problem is memoization. Memoization is the technique of recording previously computed function values in a cache that is keyed on the corresponding values of arguments to the function [1] 1 . If a system encounters a previously computed function call, it can evaluate the function by simply consulting its cache.
Unfortunately, memoization may be of little use in many important continuous query scenarios. If the system performs a cache lookup for a value not present in the cache, the lookup fails. Thus, if a stream input to a function takes on a large number of distinct values or if other inputs to the functions change often, memoization will not be very effective. In particular, when function inputs are taken from real domains, memoization may not be able to provide a hit rate sufficient to avoid the performance problems described above.
In this paper, we present a new caching technique for use in advanced monitoring and prediction applications. Our technique, called CASPER (CAching System for PrEdicate Result ranges), is based on two main insights. The first insight is that in many applications, users want to monitor (or predict) the value of predicates rather than specific model results. For example, a bond trader would like to detect if the value of her portfolio drops below some threshold or an energy trader would like to predict if electricity demand in some area will exceed some threshold. The second insight is that given the desire to monitor predicates rather than specific values, it is possible to build a cache of predicate result ranges, which are ranges of inputs for which the predicate result is known. Such a cache is likely to have a much better hit rate than a traditional memo table that caches only individual values. Since these cache hits save calls to expensive modeling functions, the performance benefits can be substantial. In fact, for the application we study in this paper, CASPER enables a CQ system to provide accurate up-to-the-minute model results, whereas a traditional memoization approach would render such a system useless.
Example Application: Bond Trading
While CASPER is a general technique that applies to many applications, in this paper we use an example bond trading application to motivate, describe, and evaluate the CASPER approach. In bond markets, traders typically use bond models to determine a price for a given bond. These models output a bond price based on input data about the bond and on current economic data. Traders use models to price individual bonds because complete and current bond price information is often unavailable. Unlike in stock markets, bond traders often make deals over the phone, and the prices in these deals are not made public. As economic and bond data changes, bond traders may want to run data through their models in real-time, and receive alerts based on these results. Many bond trading applications can be expressed declaratively. Consider the following continuous queries: In these queries, BondData is a relation containing a tuple for each bond in the market. IntRate is a stream of tuples containing the current market interest rate, measured by the current yield on a 10-Year U.S. Treasury Bond. The function model() is a bond model that outputs a price for a bond given a BondData tuple and an IntRate.rate value. Note that both queries monitor the value of predicates over the model output. BondData can be represented as a relation because the bond data used in models changes infrequently 2 . In contrast, we model the interest rate as a stream because it changes frequently.
3 These queries are only dependent on the most recent interest rate so we do not define windows on Q1 or Q2 for ease of explanation.
In such queries, the bond models are typically the bottleneck. Many bond models compute prices using expensive numerical methods. For example, the model in [23] requires over 26 minutes on a Pentium 4 to find a price for one bond, and even more expensive (and accurate) models exist (e.g. [7] ). Since interest rate changes arrive on the order of minutes , bond traders could not possibly run these models for all of their bonds each time the interest rate changes. For real-time applications, traders today must either use cheaper models that include less information or use stale function results to answer queries.
Solution Overview
As stated above, we have developed CASPER to provide the performance required by applications that monitor the results of expensive functions over changing input streams. In this section, we provide a brief overview of CASPER.
We refer to a continuous query predicate that includes an expensive function and takes one stream value as input as a monitoring predicate. Consider the example queries from the previous section, each of which contains a single monitoring predicate. For Q1 the monitoring predicate is "model(IR.rate, BD) > C". For Q2, the monitoring predicate is "model(IR.rate, BM ) > model(IR.rate, BP )"
For either query, CASPER computes and caches ranges of IR.rate values for which the outcome of the corresponding predicate is known. For Q1, such ranges are kept for each BD tuple; for Q2 such ranges are kept for each BM , BP pair. As long as the interest rates stay in these ranges, the system does not have to execute any additional calls to model(). Thus, CASPER has the potential to be much more effective than a system with traditional memoization, which would cache only distinct model() results that match specific interest rate inputs.
CASPER consists of three major algorithms: 1) range formation, 2) range expansion, and 3) expansion scheduling. CASPER avoids monitoring predicate evaluations only if all stream values stay in the cached predicate result ranges. If a stream value leaves a range (i.e., a cache miss), the system must form a new range that includes the stream value. Note that in contrast to memoization, in which a cache miss would result simply in running the model() function, range formation in CASPER uses additional information about the function and the predicate to compute a new range. In this paper, we use a range formation technique (described in Section 3) that works for a large class of predicates containing real-valued functions. We define real-valued functions to be those that take at least one real number as input and output a real number. Our implementation uses numerical analysis techniques to calculate ranges of stream input values where the outputs satisfy the predicate. It is important to note, however, that while for concreteness, this paper focuses on a particular set of numerical analysis techniques, CASPER is a general mechanism that can be extended to other applications where such ranges can be computed.
The remaining two major algorithms in CASPER have to do with the expansion of ranges during idle times. As stated previously, the functions used in monitoring predicates can be extremely expensive. Thus, while (as we will show) CASPER can greatly reduce the need to call such functions, the cost of any range formation calls in response to arriving stream inputs may be too expensive. Thus, an important feature of CASPER is its ability to use background (or idle) processing to expand the ranges stored in its cache. CASPER's range expansion algorithm uses techniques similar to those used for range formation. This algorithm (described in Section 4) determines how to improve the endpoints of an already computed range. When compute cycles become available, the expansion scheduler is used to choose a range to expand. By choosing ranges intelligently, the scheduler attempts to minimize the real-time computation of monitoring predicates needed in the future. The current scheduling algorithm (described in Section 5) is heuristic-based, and is shown to work well with our workloads.
Paper Outline
In this paper, we present the architecture of CASPER and describe the the range formation, range expansion, and scheduling algorithms we have implemented. We also describe experiments that run bond trading queries using a CASPER prototype with real bond data, interest rates, and bond models. Compared to a system that only memoizes values, our prototype requires fewer function calls by as much as two orders of magnitude.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general architecture of CASPER. Sections 3 and 4 describe the range formation and expansion algorithms, respectively. Section 5 presents the scheduling algorithm, and Section 6 discusses our prototype and performance experiments. Section 7 lists related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
CASPER ARCHITECTURE
In continuous query processing, the CASPER architecture provides a new caching technique for predicates that contain expensive functions and take a stream input value. In this section we first describe the use of traditional memoization in a continuous query processing system. We then describe the CASPER architecture, and show how it improves upon memoization.
Memoization
Memoization is the technique of recording previously computed function values in one or more function caches. A function cache stores the value for a given function call, and is keyed on the argument values for that call. A system using memoization keeps a function cache for each expensive function being evaluated by the system. When the system is evaluating predicates with expensive functions, it can use the caches to look up values that it has already computed.
As an example, consider a system using memoization that runs Q1 (from the previous section). Figure 1 shows the system evaluating the predicate "model(IR.rate, BD) > C" for an example IR,BD tuple pair. The system keeps one function cache for model(), the only expensive function in the query. Each cache entry contains the output value of a model() call, along with the IR.rate and BD values used as arguments to that call. We assume for ease of explanation that BD tuples are referenced in the cache by a primary key field key, and that a cache entry is invalidated if the corresponding BD tuple changes.
To obtain a value for the model() function, the system would first probe the cache to see if it can find a value. Because the cache has no knowledge of how a function's outputs vary with its inputs, it cannot return a value unless probed with the exact inputs of a previously cached result. In the example of Figure 1 , the cache misses when probed with the given IR, BD pair, so the system must execute model() to evaluate the predicate. Although the operator adds the resulting output value to the cache, this addition will be useful only if the exact same arguments are encountered again. In our bond trading example, this is not likely, as the interest rate IR.rate changes by small amounts many times per day (e.g. see [24] 
Figure 1:
A continuous query system evaluating model(IR.rate, BD) > C for a tuple pair in Q1 using a traditional function cache.
CASPER Architecture
Now consider the same query running in a system using CASPER (see Figure 2 ). Instead of a cache per function, the system keeps a cache for each monitoring predicate. Such a cache is shown for the predicate model(IR.rate, BD) > C in Figure 2 . In such a cache, each cache entry contains a set of relation input values for the predicate, the predicate result range, and the predicate result (e.g. true or false) within the range. For model(IR.rate, BD) > C, a BD tuple is the only relation (i.e. non-stream) input for the predicate, so this is the only tuple referenced per cache entry. As in Figure  1 , the cache here references BD tuples by their primary key. IR.rateL and IR.rateH represent the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of each entry's range. When the system evaluates the predicate on a given set of inputs, it checks the cache to see if the stream input value is in a range associated with the non-stream inputs. If so, the cache can return a result for the predicate, and the system does not have to evaluate any expensive functions. Figure 2 shows such a cache hit for an example IR, BD pair.
In addition to supporting selection predicates, this architecture supports join predicates as well. If the predicate were model(IR.rate, BM ) > model(IR.rate, BP ) from Q2, for example, each cache entry would contain BM, BP key pairs instead of only BD keys. Also, the architecture can support queries with any number of monitoring predicates, as it creates a cache for each predicate.
When a new query is entered into the system, CASPER initializes its cache by computing a predicate result range around each current stream value for all non-stream inputs for each monitoring predicate. For query Q1, the system would compute IR.rate ranges for every BD tuple that satisfies both BD.maturity = 30yr and BD.numHeld > 0. Since the stream IR only contains one tuple at any time, the system only has to compute one range per such BD tuple. For Q2 (with monitoring predicate model(IR.rate, BM ) > model(IR.rate, BP )) CASPER would compute a range for each BM, BP pair that matches the other predicates. Although the system needs to compute up to |BM ||BP | ranges, we show in Section 3 that this can be done with only |BM | + |BP | expensive function calls.
To compute each range, the system calls the range formation algorithm. As time passes, stream values change and may eventually leave one or more of the ranges. If this occurs, CASPER calls the range formation algorithm to create new ranges around the new stream values. For expensive predicates, this is expensive and should not be executed in real-time. To avoid such real-time computations, the system uses a range expansion algorithm to expand ranges when it has spare cycles. The expansion scheduling algorithm uses heuristics that aim to expand ranges in a way that is likely to contain future stream values, thereby avoiding the need for real-time execution of expensive predicates in the future.
We have developed instances of each of these algorithms that support a large class of selection and join predicates containing real-valued functions. As we noted before, these algorithms can be replaced to support other classes of predicates. In the following sections, we describe the main algorithms of CASPER in more detail.
RANGE FORMATION
Having described the general CASPER architecture, we now focus on range formation. Our algorithm takes a predicate as input, as well as a stream value and a list of nonstream input values. It returns a range containing the stream value and a result for the predicate. For the given list of non-stream input values, the predicate result is guaranteed to hold across the range of returned stream inputs.
To compute a range, the algorithm computes the function(s) in the predicate at the input values, as well as their first derivatives with respect to the stream value. These derivatives give the algorithm information as to how the function outputs vary with the stream values. The algorithm then uses numerical analysis techniques derived from Taylor's Theorem to compute the ranges. First, we show the range formation algorithm for simple selection predicates; we then show extensions for join predicates. 
Simple Selection Predicates
This algorithm finds ranges for selection predicates of the form "f (sv, nslist ) op C". f is a real-valued function which takes a real stream input sv and a list of nonstream inputs nslist . f can be any real-valued function that meets the continuity requirement of Taylor's Theorem that we specify below. Let the domain for sv be the real domain in some range (minval, maxval). op is an operator in {>, <, ≤, ≥}, and C is a real constant.
The algorithm takes as input a predicate of this form, along with values for sv and nslist . Call these values sv * and nslist * , respectively. The algorithm outputs a range rng of stream values and the result of the predicate within the range. We first give a general overview of the algorithm, and then examine some special cases not discussed in the overview.
General Overview
The general overview of the algorithm is as follows. Since the non-stream input values are specified by nslist * , the algorithm can map f to a function g(sv) by holding the nonstream inputs constant. Because g has one real input, we can use Taylor's Theorem to get information about it. Suppose that g has a continuous second derivative, and we compute values for g and it's first derivative 4 g at sv * . In this case, Taylor's Theorem tells us that we can estimate g(sv) for any sv in (minval,maxval) using g(sv * ) + g (sv * )(sv−sv * ). The error on this estimate is .5g (ξ)(sv − sv * ) 2 , where ξ is some number between sv and sv * .
Suppose we have lower and upper bounds on g (sv) for all values of sv in (minval, maxval). As we show in Section 6, such bounds are not difficult to compute a priori for many functions 5 . These bounds can be used as conservative proxies for the lower and upper bounds of any g (ξ) in g's domain. Call these bounds min(g (ξ)) and max(g (ξ)), respectively. Simple algebra with Taylor's Theorem formulas shows that min-g and max-g, as defined in Figure 3 , represent conservative bounds on g for any sv value. Call these functions the Taylor bounds of g. Assuming that the algorithm can look up min(g (ξ)), and max(g (ξ)), it only needs to compute g(sv * ) and g (sv * ), which require only two calls to the expensive function 6 . Figure 4 shows an example function g with its Taylor bounds, as well as a constant C plotted as a horizontal line. The system can only determine a point on g with an expensive function call, but min-g and max-g are quadratic 4 Our current implementation computes g (sv * ) using forward finite differencing [2] . However, other methods of computing derivatives could easily be supported. 5 Since g is f where the relation tuples are specified by nslist * , the algorithm would need bounds for each f , nslist * pair that it evaluates. As we show in Section 6, we can easily obtain these bounds for our applications. 6 Forward finite differencing requires g(sv * ) and a value from one other call to g [2] . polynomials that are cheap to compute. In Figure 4 , we can see graphically how a Taylor bound can be used to compute a predicate result range. In this figure, we see a predicate result range rng, as defined by the endpoints rng.L and rng.H, is a predicate result range where g(sv) > C. We know this because min-g(sv) > C in this range and min-g is a conservative minimum on g. Note that rng.L and rng.H are the solutions to the equation min-g(sv) − C = 0. Since min-g(sv) is a quadratic formula with respect to sv, we can solve min-g(sv) − C = 0 using the quadratic formula [2] . To find a range, the range formation algorithm uses the technique shown graphically in Figure 4 . If g(sv * ) > C, the algorithm finds range by solving min-g(sv) − C = 0. If g(sv * ) < C, the algorithm finds a range where g(sv) < C by solving max-g(sv) − C = 0. While it is possible that g(sv * ) = C exactly, we have never seen such a case in any of our experiments. This scenario is covered along with other special cases in the next section.
Special Cases
We now describe three types of special cases that can arise during range formation: 1) the lack of two real solutions to the quadratic formula, 2) the presence of error in the functions, and 3) the failure of the algorithm to find a range.
First, there may be some predicate instances where the solution of either max-g(sv) − C = 0 and min-g(sv) − C = 0 does not generate two real solutions. This means that the given Taylor bound does not cross C in two places. However, the algorithm must still find a range that contains sv * .
Recall that (minval,maxval) is the possible range of values for sv. If the quadratic formula returns no solution that is greater than sv * , we know that the given Taylor bound does not cross C at any point greater than sv * . Thus, the predicate has the same value for the range (sv * ,maxval], and the algorithm sets the high range endpoint to maxval. Similarly, if quadratic formula finds no solution less than sv * , the algorithm sets the low range endpoint to minval.
Next, we explain how our algorithm handles function results that contain error. As many expensive real-valued functions use numerical techniques to begin with, the algorithm must accommodate error in both the function or derivative computation. If either has significant deterministic error, then the system uses the lower error bounds for these values in the minimum Taylor bound and the upper error bounds in the maximum Taylor bound. Note that error is not an issue in the second derivative bounds because they are conservative bounds that already encompass any error. In the bond model used in our experiments, error is not large enough to significantly affect the Taylor bounds. The rest of the paper does not discuss error, except where its presence affects the processing.
Finally, there are still instances where the the algorithm cannot find a range where it knows the predicate value. These instances occur when 1) g(sv * ) = C, 2) C is within the error bounds for g(sv * ), or 3) the width of a computed range is less than some user-defined tolerance (call it minrng) 7 . To handle these cases, the system creates an uncertain range centered at sv * with width minrng. An uncertain range is one where the system has no information on the predicate value. While creating such ranges may seem unnecessary, we show in Section 4 that the range expansion algorithm uses these ranges to create adjacent ranges where the predicate value is known.
Simple Join Predicates
The algorithm forms ranges for join predicates in a very similar manner. Our algorithm supports join predicates of the form f1(sv, nslist1 ) op f2(sv, nslist2 ). f1 and f2 are real-valued functions that take the same real stream input sv and possibly different lists of non-stream inputs ( nslist1 and nslist2 ). The functions can be any real-valued functions that meet the continuity conditions for Taylor's Theorem. Again, op is an operator in {>, <, ≤, ≥}, and sv is in the real domain in some range (minval, maxval).
The algorithm takes as input the predicate, as well as values for sv, nslist1 , and nslist2 . Call these values sv * , nslist1, * , and nslist2, * , respectively. By holding the non-stream inputs constant, the algorithm can map f1(sv, nslist1 ) and f2(sv, nslist2 ) to g1(sv) and g2(sv), respectively. For these functions, the algorithm can find Taylor bounds as described in Section 3.1.1. When computing the needed function and derivative values for the Taylor bounds, the algorithm can use traditional memoization with these values. This greatly aids performance, especially when the system first receives a query and has to compute ranges for all pairs of functions evaluated by the predicate. In this case, the algorithm will only have to compute values for each function at the initial stream value, not for each pair of functions evaluated. Figure 5 shows sample g1 and g2 functions with Taylor bounds. Let min-g 1 (sv) and max-g 1 (sv) be the Taylor bounds for g1, and let min-g 2 (sv) and max-g 2 (sv) be the Taylor bounds for g2.
Using the Taylor bounds, the algorithm can find a join predicate range in much the same way as it finds selection predicate ranges. Consider the case in Figure 5 where g1(sv * ) > g2(sv * ). In this case, the algorithm knows that g1(sv) > g2(sv) for all sv in the range (rng.L,rng.H) because min-g 1 (sv) > max-g 2 (sv) in this range. The algorithm finds rng.L and rng.H by solving min-g 1 (sv) − max-g 2 (sv) = 0 for sv. Since min-g 1 (sv) and max-g 2 (sv) are both quadratic polynomials, the above equation can be solved by the quadratic formula. As in the formation of selection ranges, the algorithm sets the low range endpoint to minval if there is no solution less than sv * , and sets the high range If g1(sv * ) were less than g2(sv * ), the algorithm would instead find the range where min-g 2 (sv) > max-g 1 (sv) by solving min-g 2 (sv) − max-g 1 (sv) = 0. If g1(sv * ) = g2(sv * ) or a computed range is smaller than minrng, the algorithm forms an uncertain range as described in the previous section. Also, the algorithm deals with error in either function as explained in the previous section.
RANGE EXPANSION
Given a range formation algorithm, CASPER also needs a range expansion algorithm for the same class of predicates. In this section, we describe the range expansion algorithm that we have developed. CASPER uses this algorithm to attempt to expand an existing range when it has spare cycles. As we show in this section, there are some cases where it is not desirable to expand a range, and our algorithm handles these cases gracefully.
For input, this algorithm takes a predicate, a predicate result range, and the list of non-stream values associated with the range. The algorithm also takes as input an indication which endpoint to expand. This algorithm works for both selection and join predicate result ranges. After the algorithm runs, the input range will be wider if a successful expansion occurred. Also, the algorithm can optionally return an additional range that is adjacent to the input range. The reason for returning such a range is explained in our algorithm description below.
In this section, we describe the algorithm when the high endpoint is chosen for expansion. When the low endpoint is chosen, the algorithm works in a similar manner. First, we describe how the algorithm processes a range that is true or false. That is, ranges that are not uncertain as described in Section 3.1.2. Suppose the algorithm is trying to expand the sample range rng in Figure 6 . Let rng be a range for the predicate f (sv, rlist ) > C as described in Section 3.1. Let the function g in Figure 6 be the function f with the non-stream input values associated with rng held constant. To expand rng, the algorithm forms a new range using the algorithm in Section 3 with the non-stream input values for rng and using rng.H as the stream value. Looking back at These expansions work well as long as range does not approach a stream value where the predicate result changes. Such a value is sveq in Figure 6 . If rng is expanded again, notice that there exists a smaller amount that rng.H can grow such that the predicate is still true for all sv ∈ rng. After enough expansions of rng.H, subsequent expansions will be essentially useless.
To handle this problem, the algorithm uses the uncertain ranges introduced in Section 3.1.2. If the system expands a range and it grows by less than minrng, the system creates an adjacent uncertain range of width minrng. In our example, suppose the system calls the range expansion algorithm on rng again, and this time rng grows by less than minrng. Here, the algorithm creates an adjacent uncertain range rngu by setting rngu.L to rng.H and rngu.H to rng.H + minrng. The resulting range rngu is shown along with rng in Figure 7 . Creating an uncertain range is the only way the algorithm has of expanding a range past a value such as sveq where a predicate changes value.
Given that the range expansion algorithm creates uncertain ranges, it may be called to expand such a range. Suppose the system calls the algorithm with the range rngu in our example. The algorithm should not expand uncertain ranges unconditionally because these ranges do not reduce the number of cache misses. In many cases, however, an uncertain range could be easily surrounded by ranges where the predicate result is known. For the range rngu in our example, it seems as if a range could be formed to the right of rngu where the predicate is false. When the range expansion algorithm is called on an uncertain range, it first attempts to forms a new range using the appropriate uncertain range endpoint as the stream value. Hopefully, this computation will result in a new range where the predicate result is known.
In Figure 8 , we show the expansion of rngu formed in the previous expansion. In this figure, the range expansion algorithm forms the new range rng using rngu.H as the stream value. Figure 8 shows rng and rngu, and we can see the predicate is false in rng . To make this range adjacent to rngu, the algorithm sets rngu.H to rng .L, which actually shrinks rngu. As we show in Section 5, the scheduler will not choose an uncertain range for expansion if both endpoints have adjacent ranges where the predicate value is known. Thus, the system will never try to expand rngu again. If the range expansion algorithm cannot form a range where the predicate result is known, it has no other choice but to expand the uncertain range. Since the system assumes no information about the predicate in uncertain ranges, it can expand an uncertain range using any method and the result is still correct. The current algorithm uses the following multiplicative increase scheme: for the ith expansion of a given uncertain range endpoint, i*minrng is added to the range. In our experiments, uncertain range expansions have not been an issue because each uncertain range expansion yields an adjacent range where the predicate result is known. In practice, the uncertain ranges are so small that they do not affect performance.
Although we have discussed this algorithm in terms of selection predicates, it supports join predicates as well. The range expansion algorithm relies primarily on the range formation algorithm from Section 3, which supports both selection and join predicates. Thus, the range formation algorithm described above works for joins without any modification.
To conclude this section, we compare range expansion to iterative solvers already in the numerical analysis literature. As we state in the related work, we know of no numerical analysis techniques that either explicitly find or expand a range of parameter values for a function where a predicate is satisfied. In some cases, however, it seems that some iterative solvers could also be used to find the ranges found by our algorithms. However, we show below that there are significant issues in using iterative solvers to find ranges.
For example, consider the three expansions in Figures 6  through 8 . We see that the system has three ranges for the same set of relation tuples. Two of the ranges have known predicate results. In between these ranges is a small uncertain range that contains sveq. However, one might wonder why the system does not find sveq by solving g(sv) = C for sv using an iterative solver such as Newton's method [2] . If the system can quickly find sveq, the system could easily form all three of these ranges. If g(sv) = C at more than one sv value, however, most solvers are only guaranteed to find one of these solutions without more information. Also, solvers such as Newton's method require multiple function calls that may not help expand the ranges. For instance, consider the original range rng before the first expansion in Figure 6 . If the system tries to solve g(sv) = C with Newton's method instead of using our algorithm to expand rng, it may make multiple g(sv) calls where sv > sveq. If the system is trying to expand the range rng in which all values are less than sveq, these calls are of no help. Thus, our range formation algorithm is a much more general algorithm for finding ranges.
SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
The third main algorithm in CASPER is the scheduling algorithm that chooses a range to expand when cycles become available. The scheduling algorithm takes as input all ranges in CASPER, and chooses one of them, along with a direction for expansion. In this section, we give a general overview of our scheduling algorithm; we omit a detailed description for lack of space.
The algorithm works by organizing ranges into range groups. A range group is a group of adjacent ranges evaluated for the same list of relation tuples in a monitoring predicate. For example, the two adjacent ranges in Figure 7 constitute a range group for the predicate "f (sv, rlist ) op C" because they were formed for the same relation tuple list (call it rlist * ). Expanding a range group is equivalent to expanding one of the ranges on either end of the group, so the scheduler focuses on selecting a range group for expansion. Note that ranges will never be expanded if they are in the middle of a range group, such as the uncertain range in Figure 8 in the previous section.
The algorithm always attempts to expand a range group that is likely to cause a cache miss in the future. We first explain the selection of a range group using a very simple query, and then generalize our description to support more complex queries. Consider a query with one monitoring predicate, which takes a stream that has only one tuple at a time (e.g. Q1 and Q2). Let the current value for the stream be svcur when the algorithm is called. To choose a range, the algorithm first finds all ranges for the predicate that contain svcur. For each list of non-stream input val-ues evaluated by the predicate, there is one such range 8 . Among these ranges the scheduler chooses the range that has an endpoint that is closest to svcur.
An example with svcur and 3 range groups (rg1−3) is shown in Figure 9 . The scheduler chooses rg1 for expansion because its left endpoint is closer to svcur than any other endpoint. The scheduler is making a good choice under the assumption that the stream value is approximately continuous. That is, two consecutive values from the same stream are somewhat close to each other, rather than exhibiting large jumps in value on a regular basis. With the exception of relatively rare market shocks, many financial processes such as interest rates follow this pattern in the short term [12] . If the stream value in our example is approximately continuous, then svcur is likely to move outside of rg1 before rg2 or rg3. In some cases, the svcur may be more likely to drift in a particular direction. If this is the case, our algorithm can favor expansions in the direction of the drift. In our example, if svcur is likely to move to the right, rg2 may be a better range group to expand. The mechanism to accommodate drift is a detail of our algorithm, and thus is not given here.
In addition to these simple queries, the algorithm can support queries with multiple predicates, as well as streams that have multiple tuples at any given time. For each stream tuple evaluated by a predicate, the system chooses a range as described above. For each such range, the algorithm chooses the one with an endpoint that is closest to its corresponding stream value. If the different stream tuples have significantly different variances, the distances between endpoints and stream values can be compared in terms of the corresponding streams' standard deviations instead of scalar distances.
To conclude this section, we note that this algorithm can easily be replaced to accommodate workloads that do not meet the above assumptions. As we show in the next section, the current algorithm performs well in our experiments.
PERFORMANCE
Experiment Setup
Now that we have described the CASPER architecture and algorithms, we turn to its performance. To evaluate the performance of CASPER, we built a prototype and ran queries similar to Q1 and Q2 using real bond data and models. Our results show that a) CASPER requires drastically fewer calls compared to traditional memoization, and b) CASPER performs well in stress tests explicitly designed to degrade its performance.
Our experiments require data on a set of bonds and an interest rate stream. We use data from 1668 Freddie Mac Gold PC 30-year Mortgage Backed Securities issued between January and December of 1993 9 . For the interest rate data, we use the 10-year Constant Maturity U.S. Treasury yield for days between January 3 to January 31, 1994 [13] .
Since historical interest rates are only available at the granularity of a day, we had to simulate intraday changes between the daily historical rates using a Brownian bridge. The Brownian bridge constructs a random path of interest rates between the rates for two consecutive days given a certain interest rate volatility. Details on implementing Brownian bridges for financial processes can be found in [17] . We use a default volatility for interest rates from [7] that reflects real market conditions, but we also vary this parameter in our experiments.
Interpolated points from a Brownian bridge are equally spaced, and we set each market day to have 39 interest rates. This corresponds to the interest rate changing every 10 minutes in a 6 1 2 hour market day. We found that the current interest rate changes every 1-10 minutes 10 . As increasing the data rate would only magnify the difference between caching strategies and make CASPER look better, we used the lowest observed rate of change.
In keeping with the convention of financial data providers such as [24] , interest rates are reported at the granularity of .001%. Many bond models exhibit high error at high interest rates or interest rates near 0, so CASPER uses [0.5%, 100%] as the domain of the interest rate. In the recorded history of the 10-year Treasury yield from 1800, the yield never leaves this range.
In addition to interest rate and bond data, our queries need a bond model. Although we have pointed out examples of expensive bond models [7, 23] , these models proved too expensive to reasonably use in our experiments. As mentioned in Section 1, pricing one bond with the model in [23] took more than 26 minutes on a Pentium 4 2.4 Ghz PC with 1.2 GB of RAM. Therefore, we used a much cheaper coupon bond model based on the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross interest rate model [6] . For each bond, the model outputs a first derivative by using finite differencing. For this model, we know a priori that the second derivative with respect to the interest rate always decreases with interest rate. Thus, we can get second derivative bounds for each bond by determining the second derivative via finite differencing at the minimum and maximum values of the interest rate domain. Since the bounds should be conservative, we widen each range on both sides by 10 times the estimated error from the finite difference method. We use these bounds as a default, but vary them in some of our experiments.
The CASPER prototype and experiment code was written in C++. All experiments were run on a Pentium 4 2.4 GHz PC with 1.2 GB of RAM running the Fedora Core 1 Linux distribution. Each experiment processes an interest rate stream over a bond trading continuous query. In each experiment run, CASPER begins with values and derivatives for all bonds calculated at the last interest rate before the first day of the experiment data (Dec. 31, 1993). CASPER uses these values to compute all needed initial ranges. CASPER then processes each interest rate in the stream in order. If a cache miss occurs, CASPER computes a new range. Each experiment reports cacheMissCalls, the total number of function calls computed due to these cache misses.
In addition to forming ranges due to cache misses, CASPER can also expand ranges when it has spare cycles. As mentioned in Section 1, financial systems often have spare cycles overnight when they are not processing new data. In some of our experiments, we give CASPER a number of spare calls before each market day that it can use to expand ranges. We call this budget the number of overnight calls per day. Since we want to measure how the overnight calls per day affect cache misses, overnight calls are not included in cacheMissCalls.
In these experiments, we run two queries: one is a selection query similar to Q1, and the other is a join query similar to Q2. In the following two sections, we present these queries and their performance results.
Selection Query
The selection query runs the predicate model(BD,IR.rate) > C over all BD tuples, where BD is a table consisting of all our bond information. To be conservative in our experiments, we wanted to set C to a value that results in the largest number of cacheMissCalls for CASPER (memoization is unaffected by C for this query).
To calibrate C, we ran experiments with C set to different quantiles of the initial bond values. Setting C to be the median of all initial bond values produces the highest cacheMissCalls. As Section 4 shows, ranges tend to be smaller when formed or expanded with model values close to C. With C set to the median of the bond values, the most bonds have small initial ranges, so we use this C value for all selection experiments.
Real Market Conditions
We first present selection query experiments using the default parameters. As explained in our experiment setup, these experiments are designed to reflect real market conditions. Table 1 shows the results of these experiments for CASPER with different numbers of overnight calls (onc). The cacheMissCalls are totaled over the 20 market days of our interest rate data. In addition to cacheMissCalls, we also show a miss ratio, which is the cacheMissCalls divided by the number of calls needed by a system with no caching whatsoever. As a baseline, we run the same experiments with a system using only memoization.
First, consider the CASPER experiment with 0 overnight calls and the memoization experiment. In Table 1 , we see that memoization requires over two orders of magnitude more cacheMissCalls than this CASPER experiment. Adding overnight calls to CASPER decreases cacheMissCalls until cacheMissCalls = 0 at 800 overnight calls. Although there is no overnight processing for memoization, any such processing would not affect this performance disparity. For instance, even if a system with memoization could compute additional cache values with 800 overnight calls each day, cacheMissCalls only drops by at most 800*(20 market days) = 16000 calls.
Note that when cacheMissCalls = 0, CASPER does not have to make any model calls while processing interest rates. This feature is important to some bond trading applications. For instance, consider a query that uses the model that takes 26 minutes to compute on one CPU. If the interest rate changes every 10 minutes, online model calls cannot finish before the next rate change, and thus there must be no such calls to provide all query results. For our query running with CASPER and our example model, we can compute the number of CPUs needed for overnight computation that yield cacheMissCalls = 0. Assuming CPUs can compute continuously for the 17.5 hours that U.S. markets are closed, CASPER only needs ceiling((800calls)/((17.5hrs)( 60 26 calls CP U hr ))) = 20 CPUs to support this query. Such a query obviously cannot be supported with a system using only memoization.
In all these experiments, CASPER exhibits superior performance because ranges enable many more cache hits than distinct values. When a cache miss occurs, CASPER computes new ranges that are usually large enough to prevent future cache misses for the same bond. This can be seen in Figure 10 , where we show the number of cacheMissCalls for each market day for CASPER. While there are 20 days, we only show days 1-10 because all experiments show no cacheMissCalls during days 11-20. Here, we see that most of the cache misses occur on the first few days, and these new ranges prevent any cache misses on later days. With 0 overnight calls case, the only cache misses after day 2 come in days 5-7, where the interest rate hits a new minimum in each day. With overnight calls, the cache misses in days 5-7 are eliminated.
Contrast Figure 10 with Figure 11 , which shows the perday cacheMissCalls for memoization. Although cacheMissCalls trends downward as time passes, it is not monotonic because some later days exhibit more new distinct values than earlier ones. Figure 11 clearly shows that computed distinct values are not as effective as predicate result ranges in preventing future cache misses. Although the number of cache misses will be relatively low for days after 20, the bond data we use changes every month, so memoization will never reach a time when it has consistently low cacheMissCalls in this application.
Note that with higher numbers of overnight calls, the addition of more calls has less effect. In Figure 10 , we see that low overnight calls eliminate most or all of the calls after day 1. Thus, additional overnight calls will only be useful before day 1. Also, the scheduler is more effective in choosing ranges for the first overnight calls in a day, rather than the later ones. With the first overnight calls, the scheduler will pick ranges with an endpoint close to the last interest rate observed on the previous day. Throughout the next day, the interest rate is likely to take on values that are both slightly above and below the previous day's last value. Thus, the chosen ranges will likely not avert a cache hit, and expanding these ranges is a good decision. With later calls, the scheduler will pick ranges where the endpoints are farther from the current interest rate. These range expansions are only useful if the rate drifts significantly in the direction of the expansion. If the interest rate changes significantly in the other direction, it may leave a range that it would have been better off expanding.
Stress Test
Given that CASPER runs well in experiments using realistic market conditions, we move on to experiments that attempt to stress CASPER. None of these experiments significantly affect the memoization results, so we only show results for CASPER. Figure 12 shows experiments where we vary the interest rate volatility. Volatility is measured by volMult, the multiple of the default volatility used in the previous experiments. Where the default volatility reflects real market conditions, higher volatilities generate intraday interest rates with higher variance. These interest rates are more likely to fall outside of a given range and cause a cache miss. Also, a volatility increase makes interest rates less continuous, and should result in less effective scheduling. In these experiments, we vary volM ult from 1 to 20. To put volatility in perspective, the minimum and maximum generated interest rates are .519% apart at volM ult = 1 and 6.526% apart at volM ult = 20. In 2003, the yearly minimum and maximum interest rates are less than 2% apart. As the initial interest rate in our experiments is only 5.830%, some interest rates at volM ult = 25 fall below the minimum value in our interest rate domain. Thus, we use 20 as the maximum volM ult.
In Figure 12 , higher volatilities display higher cacheMissCalls, but CASPER still outperforms memoization by nearly two orders of magnitude in all experiments. With volM ult = 20 and 0 overnight calls, for example, CASPER has cacheMissCalls that result in a miss ratio of less than .006. Also, at 7000 overnight calls per day, cacheMissCalls falls to 0 at volM ult = 20. Note that higher overnight calls show more benefit as the volatility rises. Because higher volatility makes scheduling less effective, we expected that overnight calls would display less benefit instead. The increased benefit is caused by the fact that interest rates fall outside of more initial ranges at higher volatilities. Expansions of any of these ranges ranges will avoid a cache miss. Therefore, the scheduler works well as long as it picks any one of these, despite the fact that the interest rate is less continuous. At high overnight calls, additional calls have less effect for reasons described in Section 6.2.1.
In addition to varying volatility, we also ran experiments where we instead varied the size of the second derivative bounds computed for each bond. Increasing this range should make the Taylor bound parabolas shown in Figures 4 and 5 more narrow, which results in smaller ranges. In these experiments, we multiplied the upper bound of each range by a multiplier sdMult and the lower bound by −sdM ult. Since actual second derivative bounds are always positive in our bond model, we multiply the lower bounds by a negative number.
Our results showed that the selection query is not very sensitive to the second derivative range. If we increase the bounds by two orders of magnitude (sdM ult = 100), CASPER shows 2254 cacheMissCalls with 0 overnight calls. Also, CASPER only requires 1400 overnight calls to reduce cacheMissCalls to 0. Since none of these experiments differ much from the results with real market conditions, we omit the details here.
Join Results
Now we examine similar experiments running the join query, which is similar to Q2. The join query runs the predicate model(BM,IR.rate) > model(BP,IR.rate) over all BM and BP tuples, where BM and BP each contain half of our bond information. This query leaves us with the calibration problem of finding a partition of our bond data into two subsets for the join query. Like the selection query, we want to calibrate so that the join query has the largest number of cacheMissCalls for CASPER (memoization is again unaffected by this calibration).
To partition the bond data into the join query tables, we ran experiments with different bond workloads and measured the calls required. To create each workload, we sorted the bonds by model output at the initial interest rate. While each table contains one half of the total data set, we vary the percentage of tuples that each table takes from the top half and the bottom half of the list.
According to the results, the system needs the most calls when each table takes an equal number of tuples from each half of the list. This workload has the highest number of tuples in different tables with initial model values that are close to one another. If two initial model values are close, the join ranges are likely to be smaller. Since this workload stresses our system the most, we use it for all join experiments. Table 2 shows the join experiments that reflect real market conditions. In both the selection and join queries, the system with memoization performs a cache lookup for each bond at each interest rate. Therefore, memoization yields the same cacheMissCalls for both queries. As in the selection query, CASPER drastically outperforms memoization: memoization has over 2 orders of magnitude more cacheMissCalls than any CASPER experiment, and CASPER requires 1600 overnight calls to achieve 0 cacheMissCalls. Given our assumptions in Section 6.2 about the bond model cost and CPU execution, CASPER would require ceiling((1600calls)/((17.5hrs)( 60 26 calls CP U hr ))) = 40 CPUs to support the join query with no online calls.
Note that CASPER requires more calls to process the join query than it did the selection query. There are two main reasons for the performance difference. First, range formations and expansions are smaller in the join query, so more expansions and formations are needed to contain the interest rates. Second, each bond joins with every bond in the other table, and CASPER keeps at least one range for each bond pair. If the interest rate leaves all the ranges for any bond pair associated with a bond, CASPER must run the model for the bond at the current interest rate.
For stress-testing purposes, we also ran join queries in CASPER while varying volM ult and sdM ult. Due to lack of space, we only summarize the results here. Compared to the selection results, join queries are more sensitive to volM ult and sdM ult, primarily because range formations and expansions are smaller. However, we still see very reasonable performance from CASPER in most cases. At 0 overnight calls, CASPER always exhibits a miss ratio of under 5%, even at volM ult = 20 and sdM ult = 100. At 10000 overnight calls, CASPER requires no cacheMissCalls for any volM ult ≤ 5 or any sdM ult ≤ 10. At higher volM ult an sdM ult, however, CASPER requires as much as 15 times more overnight calls than selections to reduce cacheMissCalls. With join queries, the range expansions are much smaller, which makes overnight calls much less effective. While we hope that future work will help reduce cacheMissCalls in these cases, we again note that they are extreme cases designed explicitly to add stress to our system. As mentioned above, CASPER can drive cacheMissCalls to 0 with a reasonable number of overnight calls under real market conditions.
Conclusion
To evaluate CASPER, we ran our prototype with bond trading queries that use real bond data, interest rates, and bond models. Under real market conditions, we found that CASPER dramatically outperforms memoization. Provided with reasonable offline compute resources under these conditions, we showed that CASPER can return real-time query results with an expensive bond model; such an application cannot be supported by a system with only memoization. We also designed experiments to stress our system, in which CASPER performed well in comparison to memoization.
RELATED WORK
As stated before, most continuous query research [9, 10, 11] does not concentrate on expensive predicate evaluation. Work on expensive predicate evaluation such as [3, 19, 16] focuses on static query optimization and either assumes that function memoization occurs or does not mention it at all. Work in [15] focuses on function caches within the execution of one static query. Persistent caches store results across multiple static queries. Section 12.1 of the survey [14] provides a bibliography of ideas on such caching. The function indexes in [20] provide similar functionality as memoization. None of this work attempts to compute ranges around memoized values which can be used to process queries. Query processing over approximate predicates is discussed in [22] , where approximate predicates are cheaper versions of exact predicates with known false positive and false negative probabilities. Our system functions in situations where neither such predicates nor the corresponding probabilities exist.
The work in [21] computes continuous queries using ranges of stream values as well, but this work deals with different queries and different types of ranges. The system in this work answers approximate aggregation continuous queries by using ranges to bound stream data values. In contrast, CASPER computes predicate result ranges to find exact results to monitoring predicates. Instead of deterministic data stream ranges, the work in [4] answers probabilistic queries over streaming data sources by representing the data sources as probability distributions. To run our queries probabilis-tically, we would need both a probability distribution of the stream data as well as information on how each function invocation transforms that distribution. Our system assumes neither of these exist.
In the numerical analysis literature, there is a wide body of work on solvers and interpolation schemes for real-valued functions with one parameter [2] . These techniques provide information about a function without solving it at every parameter value. To our knowledge, none of this work explicitly finds a range of parameter values for a function where a predicate is satisfied. Some work in the optimization field also deals with real-valued functions [18] , but the techniques are specific to optimization problems.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we address the optimization of monitoring predicates, which are continuous query predicates with expensive function that take a stream input. Monitoring predicates can easily become bottlenecks in a query if the predicate is applied repeatedly every time the stream changes. While systems can memoize results of functions in the predicates, memoization is of little use if the function's stream input takes on a large number of distinct values.
We propose a new approach to processing queries with monitoring predicates. Instead of only memoizing function outputs, we compute predicate result ranges, which are ranges of stream inputs where the result of a predicate is known. To this end, we present CASPER: the CAching System for PrEdicate Result ranges. CASPER provides a general architecture for computing and caching ranges. The current CASPER implementation uses a range formation algorithm that works with a large class of predicates that contain real-valued functions. This algorithm forms ranges by using numerical analysis techniques based on Taylor's Theorem. We also implemented an algorithm to expand ranges when spare cycles are available, making ranges more likely to contain future stream values. As cycles become available, a scheduler chooses ranges to expand in an attempt to use the cycles as efficiently as possible.
To evaluate CASPER, we built a prototype and ran experiments with bond trading queries using real data and bond models. Compared to a system using only memoization, CASPER requires fewer function calls by two orders of magnitude under realistic market conditions. Even under experiments explicitly designed to stress CASPER, it still requires dramatically fewer calls than the system with only memoization.
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